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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
CONTACT: Jennifer Simpson, 1.800.944.2243 
  Email: sales@arc-zone.com 
 

 
ARC-ZONE.COM INTRODUCES ERGONOMICALLY-DESIGNED,  

HEAVY-DUTY REMOTE FOOT CONTROL FOR TIG APPLICATIONS  

San Diego, California, June 18, 2001.  The full-featured e-commerce arc welding and 

cutting accessories online superstore, Arc-Zone.com, has introduced heavy-duty, solid-state foot 

controls providing increased comfort and efficiency for TIG welding applications, announced Jim 

Watson, president.  This new and improved remote foot controls available for Lincoln and Miller 

power supplies are constructed with high-quality, all-metal components and proven, state-of-the-

art micro-switch and potentiometer technology. 

“Arc-Zone.com offers these innovative remote foot controls because there are very few 

choices for users in the marketplace,” says Watson.  “Most products currently available are 

constructed of plastic, damage easily and prove unreliable over time.  These heavy-duty models 

feature less overall components, experience less wear and no required mechanical adjustments,” 

says. Watson.  “Users are assured of more precise control due to the dependable, electronic 

components of these foot controls.” 

- MORE - 
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According to Jim Watson, the units’ wider foot pedals and heel rests offer increased user 

comfort.  “The heavily textured surface of the foot pedals helps prevent foot slippage.  In addition, 

the lower profile and improved pivot point enable easier small current changes,” explains Watson. 

Founded in June 1998, Arc-Zone delivers proprietary, brand name and OEM replacement 

parts and accessories for GMAW, GTAW and Plasma, hand-held, mechanized and robotic torches 

for welding and allied industries.  The company specializes in productivity-enhancing, high-

performance torches, replacement parts, tungsten electrodes, quick-change TIG adapters, state-

of-the-art coolant additives, water coolers, robotic peripherals and more. 

For more information, visit the Arc-Zone.com web site at www.arc-zone.com or call  

(800) 944-2243. 
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